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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND
Statement of the Problem
Within the past decade, vast changes in political and
social attitudes have been reflected in practices in vari
ous social institutions of this country.

Among the changes

is noted a national trend in higher education to do away
with hours, rules and regulations and give the student total
freedom including visitation privileges (Schelenberg, 1968,
and Martin, 1968).
Davenport College, a private two-year college special
izing in business, owns several buildings housing 200 women
students.

These buildings offer the apartment-type housing.

In November, 1969, a representative of the resident
women at Davenport College appeared before the Dean of Women
requesting an evaluation be made of the student attitudes
about the Code of Living being used by the College for the
women students.

A Housing Review Board was appointed to

study these attitudes.
The research study was designed to give the investigator
a sampling of the attitudes of students, parents, adminis
trators , faculty and staff about hours and male visitation
for women students.

Furthermore, the study would give guid

ance and direction to the Student Personnel Office and the
administration in making future decisions.
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To be able to make recommendations to the Administrative
Council and Board of Directors, the researcher needed the
results of a thorough study of this problem.

Research stud

ies of housing rules, regulations and visitation privileges
of the two-year business college seem to be non-existanf.
Persons working in the area of student personnel today
are faced with problems resulting from large student popu
lations.

On one hand, the students feel the college or

university has a responsibility to provide an environment
where they can develop maturity as they progress from home
to society-at-large.

This would imply a framework of flexi

ble rules and regulations including hours and visitation.
On the other hand, there is the growing pressure by students
for emancipation from all controls, giving total individual
freedom.
Throughout the history of residence halls for women
the rationale for rules, regulations and hours has been:
(1) societies have always regulated themselves by regulating
the women,

(2) helps overcome the great problem of wise use

of time giving routine and structure to their lives, and (3)
orients the student to the new environment.
In the findings of a study made of student attitudes
toward selective hours for women at Michigan State Univer
sity, White (1970) says, "One-quarter of the students indi
cated that they felt it was more difficult to end a date
when there were no built-in time limits with the new system."
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In meeting this paramount question of hours for women
students another dimension to be faced is that of discrimi
nation against women.

If, as some psychologists state, the

eighteen-year-old woman is more mature than a man of the
same age, it appears somewhat ludicrous to require her to
obey certain rules and regulations, but not him.
With much of the recent interest in civil rights and
equal opportunity for all, college rules that pertain only
to women students and special services offered to women
students have come under renewed scrutiny and criticism.
The results of White's study at Michigan State University
indicate some rules and regulations are needed.

To develop

good rules and regulations for all students is as difficult
as establishing good laws for all citizens.
Consequently, a study was necessary of the student,
parents, administrators, faculty and staff attitudes toward
housing rules and regulations for the Davenport College
community.
Background
Davenport College, a private non-profit institute of
higher education, was founded in 1866 by C. G. Swensburg.
He was a professor at Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.
Following his service in the Civil War, he moved to Grand
Rapids and founded the Grand Rapids Business College.

It

was the only such college in Grand Rapids until 1899.
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In 1899, the Columbia Business College was organized
and became known as the McLachlan Business University.

This

university soon outpaced the Grand Rapids Business College
and became the largest business college in America.

Under

C. G. Swensburg's successors, the Grand Rapids Business
College declined.
Mr. M. E. Davenport, a graduate of Ferris Institute,
joined the staff of the Grand Rapids Business College as a
commercial teacher in 1910.

Shortly after joining the staff,

he became aware of the college's condition and soon bought
it, becoming its head.

Mr. Davenport, in 1924, bought the

McLachlan Business University —
business college.

still America's leading

For years it was known as the Davenport-

McLachlan Institute.

Through the years other schools were

formed and soon acquired by Mr. Davenport.
grew and flourished.

The motto was:

LIFE, MAKE A CONTRIBUTION.

The institute

MAKE A LIVING, MAKE A

Mr. Davenport expanded his inter

ests and founded the University of Grand Rapids.

The

Davenport-McLachlan Institute became affiliated with the
University.
In 1945 when the University of Grand Rapids discontin
ued and Aquinas College bought the campus, the DavenportMcLachlan Institute moved to a temporary location in down
town Grand Rapids.

Immediately plans were made for the new

classroom building on the corner of Division and Fulton
Streets.

There the Institute was housed until January, 1968.

The building was purchased by the Grand Rapids Junior Achievement.
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In 1952, the Davenport-McLachlan Institute was rein
corporated as a non-profit corporation and became known as
Davenport Institute.
dent at that time.

Dr. Robert W. Sneden became its presi
The process of upgrading was begun,

resulting in a Junior College of Business as provided by
Public Law 550 (Accrediting Commission for Business Colleges).
In 1966 the name was changed to Davenport College of
Business.

Davenport College qualified for state and govern

ment financial aid, thereby enabling students to receive
scholarships and grants in 1968.
In 1970 Davenport College of Business received Corres
pondence Status from the North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
Development of Davenport College Housing
In 1956 it became obvious to che President of the
College that some serious study of student housing should
be made.

Over one-third of the student population came

from out-state Michigan and other states in our country.
Some students came from as far as Maine and Oregon.

Hous

ing in the area where the college was located was very
limited and in many cases undesirable.

Parents expressed

concern to the college officials about the living condi
tions and supervision of their sons and daughters.
As a result of the President's study, the college pur
chased living quarters for women students.

The Sleigh
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mansion, buildings and grounds were purchased by the College.
This property contains, in addition to the mansion remodeled
into ten apartments housing 50 students, a carriage house
with three apartments.

This acquisition made a total of 23

apartments and each apartment housing either two, four or
six girls, depending upon the size; this provided housing for
a total of 86 women.

Units of the complex were named Mabel

Engle and Lillian Myners Hall.

The Grand Rapids YMCA with

its new twelve-floor building, located one block north of
the College classroom building, took care of the needs of
the male students.
As the college grew, the need for more housing was evi
dent.

The college purchased another piece of'property, on

the north of Mabel Engle and Lillian Myners Hall with a
building containing twelve apartments housing 44 women stu
dents.

This unit was named Margaret Hall.

The story of Davenport College with its specialized
business courses and its apartment type of residence halls
spread throughout the country and several parts of the world.
Applications were received from foreign students wishing to
attend the college.

The college purchased another building

in the same block of Mabel Engle and Lillian Myners Halls.
This fine old mansion was built by Mr. Stewart White, one
of Michigan's great lumbermen.

After his death his sons

gave their home to the City of Grand Rapids as a Furniture
Museum.

For many years people from all over the worl-d
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visited the Museum and were awed by the delicate carving of
the old clock, book shelves, stairway, and the rich toned
woods used throughout the building.

In 1959 the city decided

it was unable to maintain it and put it up for sale.

The

college purchased the building and it now houses 44 women
students.

It was named Warren Hall in memory of Warren

Davenport, son of M. E. Davenport, who lost his life in
World War II.
In 1969, with the help of the Federal Program for Higher
Education Facilities, Title IV of the Housing Act of 1950
as amended, the college purchased two additional units
(Fountain Hill Apartments on neighboring Lafayette Street
with 23 apartments housing 92 men and Heritage Hall, a six
two-bedroom apartment house adequately taking care of 30
women students).

In each of the units, a Resident Director,

with responsibility for the students in that hall, has an
apartment on the first floor.
In 1966, the College bought the rest of the property
in the 400 block of Fulton Street, built its new Academic
Building and used the Packaging Corporation Office building
as its Administration Building.

Today, Davenport College has

a campus of six acres at the crest of Fulton Street Hill
containing nine buildings, and housing 304 male and female
students in apartments.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
Research examined was not relevant to women's housing
on the two-year college campus.

Therefore, the related re

search that was used was conducted on either a university
or a four year college campus.
Various research studies led to some conclusions on
attitudes regarding housing and visitation.
1.

They are:

Attitudes of Students Related to Hours and Visita
tions

The University of Wisconsin Division of Student Affairs,
assisted by the Wisconsin Survey Research Laboratory, con
ducted a survey to determine student attitudes (Tautfest
and Young, 1970, p. 106).
used for the study:

A sampling of three groups was

Currently enrolled undergraduates,

parents of the currently enrolled undergraduate students and
the students planning to enroll as freshmen at the Universi
ty in the fall of 1968.

The questionnaires mailed to the

samples contained three items:
1.

Where should students live as freshmen?

2.

What time, if any, should freshmen be in while liv
ing in University-supervised housing?

3.

What choice, if any, should there be for freshmen
with respect to entertaining friends of the oppo
site sex in student room in University-supervised
living units?
8
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The student response indicated a majority favored no
regulations.

A sizable minority, however, felt that some

form of University-supervised housing is beneficial during
the freshmen year.

An overwhelming percentage of student

responses indicated that there should be no University regu
lating housing but rather, that the matter should be decided
by the students themselves.

Student responses to this ques

tion may reflect more how they think things ought to be than
their actual desire to utilize the privilege.
A University of Minnesota study (Briggs and Cowan,
1969, p.
The

2451) surveyed first and second year womenstudents

instrument used consisted of

four questions:

1.

Do you agree in principle with coed living?

2.

Do you want Jones Hall (a women's hall) to become
a coed dorm?

3.

Would you be willing to

move into Jones Hall?

4.

Would you be willing to

move to Smith Hall

(a men's

hall)?
Sixty per cent of the respondents were against open
visitation and forty per cent in favor.

Of the total group

eighty per cent said they would not move to a hall with open
visitation.

This seems to indicate the students want the

freedom to express themselves on rules and regulations —
yet may not want to participate in that freedom.
During the winter quarter of 1968, a specially designed
questionnaire was distributed to the 16,750 residence hall
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students at Michigan State University (White and Rayder,
1970/ p. 249).

The return rate (69 per cent for men, 76

per cent for ■women) was considered satisfactory, especially
since the various classes (freshmen, sophomore, etc.) were
represented proportionately.

A total of 557 replies were

incomplete or otherwise unusable, leaving 10,942 question
naires for the analysis.

The majority of the women students

believed that freshmen women should have closing hours.
Further, they added that these hours should not be based
on an academic criterion such as grade point average.
On Davenport College campus a Housing Review Board
(HRB) was formed.

This HRB formulated a questionnaire and

surveyed the women students to find out their attitudes
prior to the formulating of the Code of Living for 1970-71.
This Code was submitted to the Administrative Council for
adoption (Adopted May 5, 1970).

The majority of the women

students felt freshmen students should have hours.

The sur

vey showed 94% of incoming students came from very small
communities and that they have had little or no experience
with a city the size of Grand Rapids.

The Housing Review

Board felt that the first-year women students needed more
protection and guidance, and that the second year women
should have "Sign-Out Hours."

Each student would sign out

in a log indicating the time she expected to return.

Be

cause of limited staff and funds, each student using this
method would volunteer one night a month duty and let the
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students into the hall at their expected hour.

If a student

did not return at the expected time, the Resident Director
would be notified and a search begun.

The Housing Review

Board's study also indicated a need for a better visitation
system.

The Board formulated the Guest Book Plan.

Under

this plan a woman student could have a male guest in her
apartment from 12 noon to 11:00 p.m.

He must, however, sign

in and out in the Resident Hall Guest Book.
2.

Attitudes of Parents Related to Hours and Visita
tions .

Throughout the literature a definite conflict between
parent and student attitudes regarding hours and visitation
was found.

Overwhelmingly, parents favored the University

maintaining control of this traditional function.
A study made at the University of Wisconsin (Tautfest
and Young, 1970, p. 106) showed that parents quite strongly
favored some form of University-supervised housing for fresh
men, both for their daughters and their sons.

This was true

for parents whose offspring had completed from one to seven
semesters at the university, as well as, for parents antici
pating sending their sons or daughters to the University.
Since 1950 the University of Oregon has required un
married freshmen men and women under the age of 21 to live
in University-owned residence halls.

The basic assumption

underlying this policy was that freshmen living in univer
sity residences would generally do better academically and
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would make an easier and more effective transition from
high school to college life than freshmen living off campus
in housing that was not integrated into the university com
munity.

To determine the attitude of parents toward allow

ing their freshmen sons to live off campus in housing not
affiliated with nor supervised by the University, a postcard
survey was undertaken in the summer of 1966 (Bowlin and
Ellis, 1968, p. 162) .
If the University of Oregon decides to permit a
small number of unmarried freshmen men, with
parental consent, to live off campus, would you
grant such permission to your son? Please indi
cate what your response would be:
Definitely yes
Probably no_____
Probably yes______
Definitely no______
Undecided_____
The analysis of parents’ responses revealed resistance to
their sons living off campus in unsupervised housing.

The

Michigan State University study did not gather data reveal
ing parental attitudes on these issues, nor did the Housing
Review Board of Davenport College make an attempt to gather
parental attitude on these issues.
3.

Attitudes of Faculty and Administrators Related to
Hours and Visitation.

None of the related research revealed data on the atti
tudes of the faculty and administrators about housing rules
and regulations for either male or female students.
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Conclusion
The review of the literature lead the investigator to sev
eral conclusions:
1.

All of the related research focused on the univer

sity student.

Also, such students were usually in the upper

50 per cent of their high school graduating classes, or
carefully screened through a testing program designed to
eliminate those students doubtful o f .completion.
2.

All related research was focused on the tradition

ally structured residence halls (rooms or suite arrange
ments) .

This particular study was conducted on a college

with apartment type housing consisting of a living room
with dining area, kitchen, bath and one or two bedrooms.
The trend toward liberalization of women's closing
hours and open visitation sweeping across college and uni
versity campuses affects the attitudes of the Davenport
College students.

This study was made to determine what

action is best to orient the student to her new environment
in the college community and help her achieve her best
academic status.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN
Objectives and Data Analysis
At a time of rapid changing cultural trends on the col
lege campus and especially in the area of housing, it is
important for the college personnel responsible for student
services to know the attitude of all persons involved.

This

study brought into focus the attitudes of five groups (women
students, their parents., administrators, faculty and staff)
regarding hours and male visitation privileges.
The first objective was to determine the attitude of
the five groups regarding the housing policy of Davenport
College.

Therefore, question number one on the instrument

attempted to assess reactions to the current regulation:
Do you think women students under 21 should live
in college supervised housing?
The second objective was to determine the attitude of
the groups regarding hours for women students as reflected
in response to the following questions:
Do you think freshmen women students should have
hours?
Do you think second year women students should
have hours?
The third objective was to determine the attitude of
the groups regarding male visitation:
Do you think women students should be allowed open
visitation for male guests during the day and evening
hours?
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The fourth objective was to determine the attitude of
the groups regarding the present College Code of Living.
This Code was prepared by the women students and presented
to the Administrative Council for approval.

Thus question

five:
From your experience/ knowledge, or observation,
are you in agreement with the present Code of
Living at Davenport College?
The fifth objective was to determine the change, if any,
of attitude of the groups from the Fall to Winter Terms and
from Winter to Spring Terms.

Therefore, the instrument was

distributed three times, once each term throughout the nine
months of the study.
The sixth and last objective was to compare the atti
tudes of the different groups.
For this study the following hypotheses were formulated:
1.

There will be a trend toward eliminating the
college policy requiring all students und^r 21
to live in college housing.

2.

There will be a continued trend toward more
liberalization of hours. The students will
express a desire for complete freedom while
the parents, administrators, faculty and staff
will favor the traditional method of college
supervision.

3.

There will be a difference in attitude among
the groups studied about male visitation. The
students will want twenty-four hour visitation
while the parents, administrators, faculty and
staff will express the need for some college
control.

4.

There will be a difference of attitude among
the five groups about the current Davenport
College Code of Living. The students will
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favor the elimination of the Code of Living
while the parents, administrators, faculty
and staff will favor its continuance.
Methodology
This study covered a span of three terms beginning with
Fall, 1970, and concluding with Spring, 1971.

The groups

consisted of all (150) women resident students who had indi
cated college attendance for three consecutive terms, their
parents, and all of the administrators (eleven) , full time
faculty (29) and staff (27).
Each group received three questionnaires at the begin
ning of each of the three terms fall, winter and spring.
instruments were numbered.

The

A record was kept of the numbers

enabling the researcher to compare similarities and differ
ences in attitude.

A total of twenty-five days was allotted

for the completion and return of the instrument.

y

The Chi Square (X ) Analysis was used for each distribu
tion and for each group to determine whether a statistical
difference at the .05 level was reached.
Duncan, Cotton, 1968).

(Spence, Underwood,

Percentages were also used for each

distribution and for each group to determine differences in
attitude.

A Scattergram using the Pearson Product Moment

Correlation Method (Travers, 1969) was considered but rejected
as the researcher felt the two methods of analysis already
used were sufficient.
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Instrumentation
A search for an appropriate instrument was made but none
fitting the specific situation was found.

Therefore, the

questionnaire, Liberalization of Hours and Male Visitation
Questionnaire (LHMVQ), was developed.

The Administrative

Council of Davenport College approved the instrument as a
method of gathering information the college needed to plan
for its growth and development.

The data gathered would

serve as a guide for decisions to be made concerning the
women1s hous ing.
The instrument used consisted of five questions with
three response choices:
“
1.

Do you think women students
under 21 should live in
college supervised housing?

2.

Do you think freshmen
women students should
have hours?

3.

Do you think second year
women students should
have hours?

4.

Do you think women students
should be allowed open visi
tation for male guests during
day and evening hours?

5.

From your experience,
knowledge, or observations,
are you in agreement with
the present dormitory code
of living at Davenport
College?

YES

NO

UNDECIDED

_________________
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Definition of Terras
Trend refers to a progression from yes to no from fall
to spring terms.
Attitude refers to the thinking and articulated opinion
of the persons questioned.
Liberalization of hours refers to the re-evaluation of
the present hours leading to a more flexible or lenient set
of hours.
Visitation refers to the time and place the women stu
dents may have male guests in their living units.
Open visitation refers to male guests visiting from
12 noon to 11:00 p.m.
Open-open visitation refers to complete freedom for male
guests to visit the women students any time, day or night,
and for as long as they desire.
Population
The student population at Davenport College consists of
students graduating in the upper third of their high school
class majoring in business with clearly defined goals.

In

addition there are students with potential who suffer from
low motivation and discouragement.

The student population

also includes the students with no defined goal and a poor
self-concept and students who are highly motivated but with
low ability and unrealistic goals and self-images. .
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And finally/ the population consists of the high ability dis
couraged student transferring from a four-year college.
For this\study the total population of resident women
students indicating an intention to complete at least three
consecutive•terms was surveyed.

One hundred fifty question

naires were distributed in the fall with a 75% return; 145
in the winter term, with a 80% return; and 112 in the spring
term, with a 71% return.

The parent group selected was in

all cases related to the chosen student group.

In the fall

150 questionnaires were sent with a 58% return; 145 in the
winter with a 55% return; and 112 sent in the spring term,
with a 43% return.
The total administrators, full-time faculty members and
staff were invited to participate in this study.

The high

percentage of returns indicated an interest in the study.
The administrators numbered 11 and 10 questionnaires were
returned in the fall making 99%, 82% in the winter term and
the same 82% in the spring.

Of the twenty-nine faculty mem

bers questioned in the fall 70% of the questionnaires were
returned; twenty-nine administered in the winter, with a 66%
return; and, twenty-seven distributed in the spring with a
7 0% return.
The staff included admissions counselors, Director of
Development, bookstore manager, employment directors, and
secretaries.

Many of the staff are alumnae of the college.

Twenty-seven questionnaires were distributed in the fall,
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with a 70% return; twenty-seven in the winter, with a 63%
return.

As a result of two resignations only twenty-five

questionnaires were distributed in the spring, with a 80%
return.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
Approach to Data Presentation
The data were obtained by the use of the Liberalization
of Hours and Male Visitation Questionnaire (LHMVQ)
Appendix).

(See

The LHMVQ was sent to the five groups three times

during the year 1970-71.

The data were studied through the

use of the Chi Square Analysis (X^) and percentage comparisons.
The .05 level of significance was set as the probationary
level before a hypothesis (Chapter III) could be accepted.

21
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TABLE

1

Comparison of students' attitudes
about living arrangements from
fall through winter to spring

Question

1

2

.

.

3.

4.

5.

Answer

Fall

Winter

Students under 21
required to live in
college housing

Yes

42%

42%

36%

NO

57%

58%

63%

Hours for Freshmen

Yes

58%

51%

67%*

NO

41%

49%

33%

Yes

17%

14.7%

6.5%

NO

83%

85.3%

93.5%

Yes

81.5%

83.5%

87%**

No

18.5%

17.5%

13%

Yes

53%

100

NO

47%

Hours for second year
women students
Liberalization male
visitation
Current Code acceptable

*
**
***

x|
X
X

%

Spring

99%
1

%***

analysis for Question 2 with a P. <.025
analysis for Question 4 with a P . <.050
analysis for Question 5 with a P . <.001

Table 1 percentage comparison showed the student group
responses remained consistent during the three testing periods
(fall, winter and spring terms) on Question 1.

Responses

indicated a large percentage of students are not in favor of
the college policy requiring all students under
college supervised housing.
cance was not reached.

21

to live in

However, the .05 level of signifi

(See X^ Table 7 Appendix p. 41)
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A significant change of attitude for Question 2 was
noted.

The assumption was that as the high school senior

graduates and moves to the college campus as a freshman, she
will not want the confines of hours.

This student group

showed an increasing desire for hours for freshmen women
students.

There is statistically significant difference

beyond the .05 level of < .025.
The responses to Question 4 showed a significant increase
in favor of more liberalized hours for male visitation to
the .05 level.
A substantial change was noted in the responses to
Question 5 from a 53% acceptance of the current Code of
Living in the fall to 100% in winter and 99% in the spring.
The researcher assumed from observation and visitation that
when a student arrives on the campus she wants complete free
dom and no Code of Living.

As she lives with and tests the

Code of Living, she sees it has merit.

In addition, through

out the year, she discovers the Code of Living was written
by the women students and she, too, will have a voice in
determining future Codes.

Therefore, she supports the cuxrent

Code of Living.
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TABLE 2
Comparison of parents' attitudes
about living arrangements from
fall through winter to spring

Answer

Question
1.

2.

Yes

Students under 21
required to live in
college housing

No

Hours for Freshmen

Yes

4.

Hours for second year
women students
Liberalization male
visitation

5.

Current Code acceptable

***

X2
X2
X2
X2
X2

analysis
analysis
analysis
analysis
analysis

Question
Question
Question
Question
Question

2

3
3
5
5

96.5%

93.5%

3.5%

6.5%

Spring
98%
2

%

84%

98%*

7%

16%

2%

Yes

88%

84%

83%**

No

12

%

16%

17%

Yes

36%

34.5%

30%

No

64%

65.5%

70%

Yes

93%

86

No
*
**

Winter

93%

No
3.

Fall

fall
fall
fall
fall
fall

7%
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

spring
winter
spring
winter
spring

98%***

%

14%
with
with
with
with
with

2%

a
a
a
a
a

P.< .050
P.< .025
P.< .001
P. <,.001
P.<. .025

Table 2 shows the comparison of the parents' attitudes
about the living arrangements through the three terms.

The

responses to Question 1 give sufficient evidence to state that
parents favor the doctrine of in-loco-parentis relating to
supervised housing.

^

The change in attitude on Question 2 indicates a growing
parental concern for the freshmen women students and that they
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should havti hours, while the opposite is true for the second
year women students.

As the parents overcome their fears and

at the same time the woman student proves her ability to be
responsible for herself, the parents' attitudes become more
liberal.

The difference of attitude is statistically signifi

cant beyond the .05 level both fall vs. winter with a P . <£.025
and fall vs. spring with a P. <>001.
A significant change was noted on Question 5.

As the

parents observe the student living by the Code of Living, they
see the wisdom of the woman student herself setting up the
framework for her living arrangements and it gains support.
The statistical significance was beyond the .0 5 level in fall
vs. winter with a P. <.001 and fall vs. spring with a P . < .025.
(See Table

8

, Appendix p. 42).
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TABLE 3
Administrators' attitudes about
living arrangements from
fall through winter to
spring

Answer

Question
1

2

.

.

Students under 21
required to live
college housing

Yes

Hours for Freshmen

Yes

91%

No

9%
91%

No
3.

4.

5.

Hours for second
year women students
Liberalization male
visitation
Current Code
acceptable

Fall

9%

Winter
%

100
0

%

0

75%
25%

%

100

Spring

91%

%

9%

Yes

75%

91%

57%

No

25%

9%

43%

Yes

60%

71%

57%

No

40%

29%

43%

Yes

91%

100

9%

0%

No

%

91%
9%

Table 3 shows variations for each question from fall through
winter to spring.

This would indicate the great dilemna faced

by each college administrator as he grapples with the current
trends toward more liberalization of hours and male visita
tion and his own conviction.

It is interesting to note an

increase in questioning the wisdom of the current college
policy to require students under
vised housing.

21

to live in college super

The responses for Question 2 indicated a con

sistency of attitude that freshmen women should have hours.
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However, there is a growing trend toward freeing the second
year woman student from hours.
The changes in attitude for Question 4 are interesting
to note and would indicate a need for some supervision and/'
or limits of male visitation privileges.
Table 9 (Appendix p. 43) shows no statistically signifi
cant differences beyond the .05 level for a comparison of
the Administrators* attitude for each question from fall
through winter to spring.
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TABLE 4
Faculty's attitudes about living
arrangements from fall through
winter to spring

Answer

Question
1 . Students under 21
required to live in
college housing
2

.

3.

Hours for Freshmen

Hours for second year
women students

4.

Liberalization male
visitation

5.

Current Code
acceptable
*

X2
X~
X^
X2
X
X2

**
***

analysis
analysis
analysis
analysis
analysis
analysis

Question
Question
Question
Question
Question
Question

1

1
3
3
5
5

Fall

Winter

Spring

Yes

72.5%

43.5%

77%*

No

27.5%

56.5%

23%

Yes

68%

67%

76.5%

No

32%

33%

23.5%

Yes

47%

13%

30%**

NO

53%

87%

70%

Yes

52.5%

70%

70%

No

47.5%

30%

30%

Yes

75%

100

No

25%

0%

fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

winter
spring
winter
spring
winter
spring

with
with
with
with
with
with

%

a
a
a
a
a
a

88

%***

12

%

P.< .050
P.< .010
P. < .005
P. <.050
P . <.001
P. <.001

In recent years faculty members have taken a greater
interest in student concerns.

This study clearly shows faculty

interest in the living arrangements and male visitation privi
leges.

However, the variation in answers would indicate ambi

valence of attitude.

Responses to Question 1 indicated that

during the winter term there was some doubt (43.5%) about the
college policy requiring all students under

21

to live in
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supervised housing, but by spring term 77% of the responses
supported the policy.

There is a statistically significant

difference beyond the .05 levelfall vs. winter with a P. <.050
and fall vs. spring with a P. <.010.
There seems to be a consistency of attitude reflected
in response to Question 2 that freshmen should have hours
and Question 4 allowing limited male visitation.
A change in attitude on Question 3 was indicated.

There

was a trend toward more liberalization of hours for the secondyear woman student.

As the faculty sees a more mature, re

sponsible second-year student, it assumes she is capable of
handling her life out of the confines of the classroom and
in the larger areas of residence hall and social structure.
The statistical comparison showed a significant difference
beyond the .05 level fall vs. winter with a P. <.005 and fall
vs. spring with a P. <.050.
A change of attitude on Question 5 pertaining to the
Code of Living should be noted.

This would indicate a full

support of the Code of Living during the period the students
are evaluating the present Code of Living and making prepara
tion for presentation to the Administration for adoption for
the coming year.

Then during the period of the actual writing

of the proposed Code of Living for the coming year the faculty
members diminish in their support.

This change in attitude

further indicates the dilemna an educator faces as he thinks
with students in these areas of social change.

The statistical
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comparison of the faculty's attitudes shows a significant
difference obtained beyond the .05 level fall vs winter with
a P. <.001 and fall vs spring with a P.< .001.

(See Table 10,

Appendix p. 44).
TABLE 5
Staff's attitudes about living
arrangements from fall through
winter to spring

Answer

Fall

Students under 21
required to live in
college housing

Yes

87%

No

13%

Hours for Freshmen

Yes

93%

Question
1.

2.

No
3.

4.

5.

Hours for second
year women students
Liberalization male
visitation
Current Code
acceptable
*
**
***

X 2 analysis
analysis
X 2 analysis
X 2 analysis

Question
Question
Question
Question

Winter

Spring

%

100

87%

0%
100

7%

13%
77%*

%

0%

23%

Yes

57%

38.5%

2 0 %**

No

43%

61.5%

80%

Yes

62.5%

66

%

63%

No

37.5%

34%

37%

Yes

60%

93.5%

95%***

No

40%

6.5%

2
3
5
5

fall
fall
fall
fall

vs
vs
vs
vs

spring
winter
winter
spring

with
with
with
with

5%
a
a
a
a

P. < .005
P. <.001
P. <.010
P. <.010

Table 5 shows a change in staff attitude on Question 1
requiring all non-commuting students under
college supervised housing.

21

to live in

The staff does support the
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college’s policy with an 87% favorable response.

The statist

ical difference obtained beyond the .05 level fall vs. winter
with a P. <.005 and fall vs. spring with a P.< .250.

(Table 11,

Appendix p. 45) .
There is a change in attitude for Question 2 on hours
for freshmen women.

The assumption was made that freshmen

women related aggressively to the staff and changed their
attitude on this question plus the observation that freshmen
women may become more responsible by the spring term.

The

change from 93% to 100% to 77% in favor of hours shows a
statistically significant difference beyond the .05 level for
Question 2 fall vs. spring with a P. <.005.
The responses for Question 3 varied from fall, winter
and spring from 43% in fall to 80% in the spring favoring no
hours for second year women students.

The statistically sig

nificant difference obtained at the .05 level showed fall vs.
winter with P . < .001.

The trend would indicate a change of

attitude of the staff toward liberalization of hours for both
first and second-year women students.
Question 5 responses indicate a growing support for the
current Code of Living, from fall with 60% through winter with
93.5% to spring with a 95%.

A statistical comparison shows

a significant difference obtained beyond the .05 level fall vs.
winter with a P.< .010 and the same for fall vs spring.
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TABLE

6

Comparison of attitudes of the
five groups to the five
questions for the spring term
AdminisAnswer Students: Parents; tration Faculty Staff

Question
1. Students
under 2 1 re
quired to
live in col
lege housing

Yes

36%

98%

75%

77%

87%*

No

63%

2

%

25%

23%

13%

2. Hours for
Freshmen

Yes

67%

98%

91%

76.5%

77%**

No

33%

2

%

9%

23.5%

23%

Yes

17%

83%

57%

30%

20

No

83%

17%

43%

70%

80%

4. Liberali
zation male
visitation

Yes

87%

30%

57%

70%

63%****

No

13%

70%

43%

30%

37%

5. Current
Code of
Living
Acceptable

Yes

99%

98%

91%

88%

95

%

9%

3. Hours for
second year
women students

*
**
***
****
*****

No

1

%

2

X 2 analysis Question 1 fall vs
X analysis Question 2 fall vs
X 2 analysis Question 3 fall vs
x 2 analysis Question 4 fall vs
X 2 analysis Question 5 fall vs
<.001 a n d < .005 •

spring
spring
spring
spring
spring

12

with
with
with
with
with

a
a
a
a
a

%

%***

%****

5%

P. < . 0 0 1
P. < . 0 0 1
P. < . 0 0 1
P. < . 0 0 1
P. between

The analysis of the percentages for the spring term in
Table

6

indicates a small majority (63%) of the students

opposed the current college policy that women students under
21

years of age should live in college supervised housing

while a large majority of the Parents (98%) , Administrators (75%),
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Faculty (77%) , and Staff (87%) supported the policy.

All

five groups showed a majority in favor of hours for the fresh
men women students.

The largest majority were Parents (98%),

Administrators (91%), Staff (77%) , Faculty (76.5%) and the
Students showing the lowest majority percentage (67%).
There is a difference in attitudes regarding hours for
the second-year woman resident student.

The Parent and

Administrator groups both favor hours (Parents - 83% and
Administrators - 57%), while the Students, Faculty and Staff
groups favor no hours (Students - 83%, Faculty - 70%, and
Staff - 80%).
Four of the five groups were in favor of allowing the
women students open visitation for male guests during the
day and evening hours (Students - 87%, Administrators - 57%,
Faculty - 70%, and Staff - 63%).

The Parent group was against

visitation privileges (70%).
When an analysis was made of the percentages in Table

6

on attitudes toward the current Code of Living for women resi
dent students of Davenport College, it showed unanimous support.
The Faculty and Administrator groups showed the lowest percent
ages with Faculty Members

88

% and Administrators 91%.

Students showed the highest support with 99%.

The

The Parent and

Staff groups showed 98% and 95% support.
All comparisons were statistically significant beyond
the .05 level for the spring term consisting of the five
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groups and the four questions at the P. <.001 level and
Question 5 between P. <.001 and<.005.

(Table 12, Appendix

p. 46).
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of this study utilizing the Liberalization
of Hours and Male Visitation Questionnaire, the following
conclusions were made:
1.

There is a need to study further the current hous

ing policy requiring all non-commuting students under
live in college supervised housing.

21

to

A modified policy, such

as requiring all first-year students under

21

to live in col

lege supervised housing, may receive greater support.

A trend

toward more liberalized hours was indicated; elimination of
hours for second-year women students was recommended.

There

fore, the hypothesis:
There will be a trend toward eliminating the
college policy requiring all students under 2 1
to live in college housing
was rejected.
2.

This study showed support for open visitation for

male guests within a framework of day and evening hour limits.
The tested population indicated a trend toward liberalization
of male visitation policy but with modification.

It must be

kept in mind the parent group showed a majority response
against the male visitation privilege.

The hypotheses:

There will be a trend toward more liberalization
of hours. The students will express a desire for
complete freedom while the parents, administrators,
faculty and staff will favor the traditional method
of college supervision.
35
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There will be a difference of attitude between
the groups about male visitation. The students
will want twenty-four hour visitation while the
parents, administrators, faculty and staff will
express the need for some college control.
were rejected with the students expressing a desire for some
college controls.
3.

The population responding gave the current Code of

Living strong support.

From their experience, knowledge or

observation all five groups were satisfied with the Code of •
Living.

Therefore, the hypothesis;

That there will' be a difference of attitude
between the five groups about the current Code
of Living. The students will favor the elimi
nation of the Code while the parents, adminis
trators, faculty and staff will favor its
continuance.
was rejected with the students giving it full support and the
other four groups a wide majority support.
4.

Throughout the study there was sufficient evidence

to conclude that parents favored the doctrine of in-locoparentis for housing and male visitation.
This study was made for a specific population located
on a specific two-year college campus.

It was made for a

specific time in our changing society.

In the immediate future

the trends in these areas may have changed considerably in
the larger society and consequently affect these conclusions.
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A

NON-PROFIT

EDUCATIONAL

IN STITU TIO N

DAVENPORT COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
4 1 5

E A S T

F U L T O N

•

G R A N D

R A P I D S ,

M I C H I G A N

4. 9 5 C 2

Good morning:
This is the third and last questionnaire on attitudes
and practices affecting regulations and housing of women
students at Davenport College. You have been very helpful.
Completing three questionnaires over a nine month period
allows for re-evaluation, growth and change of thinking.
We are all aware of the turmoil college housing
directors and administrators are in throughout our country.
We are also aware of a greater degree of maturity of our
students today as compared to several years ago. There
fore, your reply
is very helpful at this time.
Our Housing
Review Board is meeting regularly to
formulate the Code of Living for 1971-72. It is important
we understand terms used. Open visitation means a designated
period of time set aside to have guests in the apartments.
Open-open visitation means guests are allowed in apart
ments 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. Supervised housing
means having a Resident Director living in or adjacent to
the resident hall and responsible for the operation of that
hall according to the Code of Living. Under 21 means
unmarried women under 2 1 years of age.
Thank you again for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

B. Margaret Voss
Associate Dean of Students
BMV:cja
Enclosures
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Please check one:
S t u d e n t ________

Administrator

Parent___________

Faculty

Staff
YES
1.

2.

Do you think women students
under 2 1 should live in college
supervised housing?
Do you think freshmen women
students should have hours?

3.

Do you think second year
women students should have
hours?

4.

Do you think women students
should be allowed open visita
tion for male guests during
day and evening hours?

5.

From your experience, knowledge
or observations, are you in
agreement with the present
dormitory code of living at
Davenport College?

NO

UNDECIDED

_________________
___

Comments

Signature
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TABLE

7

A comparison of students' responses showing the attitudes
about hours, male visitation and Code
of Living between Fall and Winter
and Fall and Spring terms
based on a Chi Square Analysis.

Question
1 . Students under 21
required to live in
college housing
2

.

3.

4.

5.

Hours for Freshmen

Hours for Second Year
women students
Liberalization male
visitation
Current Code
acceptable

Term

P.

Fall vs Winter

<

.750

Fall vs Spring

<

.500

Fall vs Winter

< .025

Fall vs Spring

< .750

Fall vs Winter

<.750

Fall vs Spring

<

.100

Fall vs Winter

<

.100

Fall vs Spring

< .050

Fall vs Winter

^ . 0 0 1

Fall vs Spring

< .750
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TABLE 8
A comparison of parents' responses showing attitudes
about hours, male visitation and current
Code of Living between Fall and
Winter and Fall and Spring terms
based on a Chi Square Analysis.

Question

1 . Students under 21
required to live in
college housing
2

.

3.

4.

5.

Hours for Freshmen

Hours for Second Year
women students
Liberalization male
visitation
Current Code acceptable

Term

P.

Fall vs Winter

<

Fall vs Spring

< .500

Fall vs Winter

<

Fall vs Spring

< .050

Fall vs Winter

< .025

Fall vs Spring

<

Fall vs Winter

< .500

Fall vs Spring

< . 1 0 0

Fall vs Winter

<

Fall vs Spring

< .025

.100

.100

.001

.001
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TABLE 9
A comparison of administrators' responses
showing attitudes about hours,
male visitation and current
Code of Living between Fall
and Winter and Fall and
Spring Terms based on
a Chi Square Analysis.

Question
1 . Students under 21
required to live in
college housing
2

.

3.

4.

5.

Hours for Freshmen

Hours for Second Year
women students
Liberalization male
visitation
Current Code
acceptable

Term

P.

Fall vs Winter

< .500

Fall vs Spr ing

< .250

Fall vs Winter

< .500

Fall vs Spring

<.900

Fall vs Winter

<

Fall vs Spring

<.500

Fall vs Winter

< .500

Fall vs Spring

<.500

Fall vs Winter

<.500

Fall vs Spring

<.250

.100
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TABLE 10
A comparison of faculty's responses showing attitudes about
hours, male visitation and current Code of Living
between Fall and Winter and Fall and Spring
terms based on a Chi Square Analysis.

Question

3.

4.

Term

P.

Students under 21
required to live in
college housing

Fall vs Winter

< .050

Fall vs Spring

< .010

Hours for Freshmen

Fall vs Winter

< .250

Fall vs Spring

< .250

Fall vs Winter

<•005

Fall vs Spring

4,.050

Fall vs Winter

<.250

Fall vs Spring

<.250

Fall vs Winter

<. 0 0 1

Fall vs Spring

<i001

Hours for Second Year
women students
Liberalization Male
visitation
Current Code
acceptable
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TABLE 11
A comparison of staff1s responses showing attitudes
about hours, male visitation and current
Code of Living between Fall and Winter
and Fall and Spring terms
based on a Chi Square Analysis.

Question

1 . Students under 21
required to live in
college housing
2

.

3.

4.

5.

Hours for Freshmen

Hours for Second Year
women students
Liberalization male
visitation
Current Code
acceptable

Term

P.

Fall vs Winter

<

Fall vs Spring

< .250

Fall vs Winter

< .250

Fall vs Spring

< .005

Fall vs Winter

<

.001

Fall vs Spring

<

.100

Fall vs Winter

<.750

Fall vs Spring

<.750

Fall vs Winter

<

Fall vs Spring

< . 0 1 0

.005

.010
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TABLE 12
A comparison of attitudes of the five groups on the
five questions based on the Chi Square Analysis,
Spring Term

Question
Question

P.

Groups

Question
1

2

Question 3
Question 4
Question 5

Student, Parent, Administration,
Faculty and Staff

<

.001

Student, Parent, Administration,
Faculty and Staff

^

.001

Student, Parent, Administration,
Faculty and Staff

^

.001

Student, Parent, Administration,
Faculty and Staff

<

.001

Student, Parent, Administration
Faculty and Staff
between< . 0 0 1 and^.005
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TABLE 13
A summary of the (X^) Chi Square Analysis of comparison
of students', parents', administrators', faculty's,
and staff's responses for each of the five
questions and fall, winter and spring terms.

Response

Term

P.

1

.

Student Question 1

Fall vs Winter

< .750

2

.

Student Question 1

Fall vs Spring

< .500

3.

Student Question 2

Fall vs Winter

< .025

4.

Student Question 2

Fall vs Spring

< .750

5.

Student Question 3

Fall vs Winter

4..750

.

Student Question 3

Fall vs Spring

4.100

7.

Student Question 4

Fall vs Winter

4

.

Student Question 4

Fall vs Spring

<•050

9.

Student Question 5

Fall vs Winter

<

1 0

.

Student Question 5

Fall vs Spring

< .750

11

.

Parent Question 1

Fall vs Winter

<.10 0

1 2

.

Parent Question 1

Fall vs Spring

<.500

13.

Parent Question 2

Fall vs Winter

<.100

14.

Parent Question 2

Fall vs Spring

<.050

15.

Parent Question 3

Fall vs Winter

<.025

16.

Parent Question 3

Fall vs Spring

<

17.

Parent Question 4

Fall vs Winter

< .500

18.

Parent Question 4

Fall vs Spring

<. 100

19.

Parent Question 5

Fall vs Winter

<. 0 0 1

.

Parent Question 5

Fall vs Spring

< .025

6

8

20

.100

.001

.001
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Table 13, continued

Term

Response

P.

21

.

Administrators Question

1

Fall vs Winter

< .500

22

.

Administrators Question

1

Fall vs Spring

< .250

23.

Administrators Question

2

Fall vs Winter

< .500

24.

Administrators Question

2

Fall vs Spring

< .900

25.

Administrators Question 3

Fall vs Winter

<.100

26.

Administrators Question 3

Fall vs Spring

< .500

27.

Administrators Question 4

Fall vs Winter

<.500

28.

Administrators Question 4

Fall vs Spring

< .500

29.

Administrators Question 5

Fall vs Winter

<.500

30.

Administrators Question 5

Fall vs Spring

<..250

31.

Faculty Question

1

Fall vs Winter

<.050

32.

Faculty Question

1

Fall vs Spring

<

33.

Faculty Question

2

Fall vs Winter

<.250

34.

Faculty Question

2

Fall vs Spring

<.250

35.

Faculty Question 3

Fall vs Winter

< .005

36.

Faculty Question 3

Fall vs Spring

< .050

37.

Faculty Question 4

Fall vs Winter

< .250

38.

Faculty Question 4

Fall vs Spring

< .250

39.

Faculty Question 5

Fall vs Winter

<

40.

Faculty Question 5

Fall vs Spring

<

41.

Staff Question 1

Fall vs Winter

<^ .005

42.

Staff Question

Fall vs Spring

<.250

1

.010

.001
.001
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Table 13, Continued

Response

Term

P.

43.

Staff Question

2

Fall vs Winter

± .250

44.

Staff Question

2

Fall vs Spring

.005

45.

Staff Question 3

Fall vs Winter

46.

Staff Question 3

Fall vs Spring

.100

47.

Staff Question 4

Fall vs Winter

.750

48.

Staff Question 4

Fall vs Spring

.750

49.

Staff Question 5

Fall vs Winter

50.

Staff Question 5

Fall vs Spring

^

^

.001

.010

A*. 0 1 0
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